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Introduction
Episode 5 of the MEMS Industry Commercialization Report Card is a continuation of the
materials presented in Episode 4[1]. In Episode 5, we will continue to address the topic of
Design for Manufacturing and Test (DM&T) by reporting on the employment of these
principles in several applications that have been shared by the respondents to the Report
Card. We will take a look into the special requirements of DM&T from a medical device
development perspective.

To briefly recap, the 2018 MEMS Industry Commercialization Report Card grade of B+ is one
grade lower than that that of the A- grades that it has received in 2015, 2016 and 2017. Since
the inception of the Report Card in 1998, grades for DM&T have risen from the C+ and Blevels prior to 2007 to B+/A- levels. The levels and constancy of these recent high grades
supports the authors’ opinions that MEMS commercialization, as especially DM&T, has
reached a mature level in the technology life cycle (see figure 1).

Fig. 1: The Report Card grade for DM&T dropped one grade to B+ in 2018. It had enjoyed Agrades from 2015-2017. DM&T’s recent high grades are attributable to the level of maturity in
the MEMS product life cycle. Copyright 2019: Roger Grace Associates
Case Studies
In the following paragraphs, we will continue to report on the results of the follow-up
interviews to several of the respondents to the Report Card who were kind enough to share
some of their experiences of DM&T for MEMS/sensors; the good, the bad, and the ugly.
Matt Apanius, Director of Smart Microsystems said, “We established the Smart Center to
provide the MEMS and sensors industry with a resource to help accelerate the packaging and
testing of our customers’ MEMS/sensor-based products which they could not accomplish inhouse from a lack of equipment and expertise perspective. A typical scenario was that
companies come to us with a design that they have created and breadboarded with a lack of
understanding how to make it in volume. Our job is to make it look pretty and get it to the
point where it can be mass produced.”
“We then can hand off our process design and expertise to the high-volume manufacturer
thus facilitating the go to market timeline since this approach would eliminate the timely and
costly reproduction of processes. We constantly found that when we receive an order to create
a solution, the design does not take into effect the material qualities, compatibilities and
limitations and printed circuit board layout principles that will allow for high-volume
manufacturing. We have adopted a ‘concurrent engineering’ strategy by beginning with the
end in mind. This strategy encourages the design engineer to consider the process and the
process engineer to consider the design[2].”

“Recently, we were awarded a contract that included a project with a wire bonding
requirement. The customer did not take into effect the bonding strategy and its effect on the
requirements of the plating of the printed circuit board. We had to solve this problem and
make it compatible for high volume manufacturing. It is necessary to determine up front as to
what the production quantities will be since it will affect our selection of the proper processes
and tools to optimally achieve the price target. Our goal is to provide as much as possible
identical tools and process that will be used in handoff to the full manufacturing and test
production cycle. The determination of the NRE required by us to support the customer’s
needs is highly affected by the end game of required manufacturing quantities.”
Lessons Learned
Know up-front the level of production that is required of the design. This helps optimize the
processes and equipment to best successfully accomplish the job at the fastest time and with
minimum human and financial capital.
David Harris, Director of North American Sales for Mega Fluid Systems states, “I believe that
many engineers live in a vacuum. They create designs without a clue of how they will be
manufactured. I suggest that they spend some time on the manufacturing and test floor to
witness first-hand the production and testing process.”
“MEMS companies need to include and align all elements of their design and manufacturing
process including quality control and reliability functions in the creation of their products.
Having spent a great deal of my career in the semiconductor industry, I believe that there is
much to be learned from these organizations, especially in the DM&T area by the MEMS and
sensor industry. A good story to describe a major failure to not embrace DM&T is when we
were creating a MEMS actuator device to be able to test the magnetic qualities of materials.
The design team did a great job in analyzing and designing the test device; however, they did
not take into effect the requirement for the test actuator beam to have a process to release it
from its surrounding structure.”
“As a result, the solution was a failure. What was needed here was a much closer alignment of
the design and process engineers to be able to achieve the end goal.”
Lessons Learned
Have the design team spend time on the manufacturing and test floor becoming familiar with
the processes and people who are responsible for the successful manufacture and test of the
part.
Chip Spangler, President of Aspen Microsystems says, “In our role as a design organization
that assists customers to create cost-effective, robust and high-volume compatible packaging
solutions for MEMS, we recommend that our customers leverage their existing infrastructure
when they are in the design for manufacturing and test planning phase in the product
development process. We encourage them to use standard processes, materials and
equipment thus minimizing overhead and reducing risk and time to market.”

“This all needs to be done in the early R&D phase of the product design process. There needs
to be a great deal of thought in the creation of the proper fixturing for manufacturing and
test and it is important that the people within the organization responsible for these functions
interact with the device designers early on. We devote a great deal of time analyzing the
‘thermal hierarchy’ of the proposed design to ensure that all bonding-and-solder attach
processes are compatible with the previous and subsequent ones. Sometimes, this poses a big
challenge.”
“Our rule of thumb is that there must be less than a 40°C maximum difference between
adjacent thermal-based process steps. This brings to mind a scenario where a customer’s
design used a wafer-level packaging approach and a low melting point solder to attach the lid
of the package. The gold wedge ball bonding process used to attach the MEMS device to the
package required 180°C, which was higher than the melting point of the solder, thus a disaster
in the making. The only solution to overcome this problem was to use an aluminum wire
bonding process which was much more expensive and increased the cost of the product since
the WLP would have been much too costly to change.”
Lessons Learned
1. Consider the processes, materials and equipment to be optimum for the high-volume
production in the early phases of the design process
2. Proper consideration must be taken to best understand the proper fixturing to hold the
product in the manufacturing and testing processes to reduce time, cost and maximize
throughput.
DM&T for Medical Devices
It is often mistaken that the commercialization process prior to scaling is a design, a lab
prototype, and experimental validation. Too often entrepreneurs and companies are ready to
launch a medical product without a customer or an understanding of their needs or
consideration for manufacturing, testing and quality (see figure 2).

Fig. 2: Typical design for manufacturing and test process for medical devices. Courtesy:
DiPaola Consulting, LLC
Here we will challenge this thinking and present an alternative process that addresses the
DM&T process to commercialize a medical sensor for scale, quality, performance and profit. It
starts with an idea accompanied by the end customer’s specifications, a thorough review of
the method for manufacturing, definition of a quality plan, and an understanding of your
validation requirements at the component and device levels.
When a product is first being conceptualized in modeling, these prior topics need to be at the
forefront of the designer’s mind. Once this is complete, an iterative design is developed with a
constant reassessment of performance, manufacturing, quality and validation. Figure 3 shows

an alternative proven approach that has been used for many years commercializing products
in both automotive and medical devices.

Fig. 3: An alternative and improved process design for medical device commercialization
adopts early DM&T principles in a complex multi-iterative fashion that requires constant
reassessment of performance, manufacturing issues, quality and validation. Courtesy: DiPaola
Consulting, LLC
The following are the questions that need to be answered specific to assessing the
applicability of adopting DM&T principals for medical devices that require FDA approval for
commercialization. Prior to the design of the medical device, one must address the following
questions:
•

How will it be manufactured and what tools and processes will be used?

•

How will it be tested?

•

How will dimensional analysis be completed?

•

What controls are needed to ensure quality?

•

Who will be the suppliers of the components and what are their capabilities?

•

What is your path for FDA approval?

•

What are the customer’s specifications and how will they be validated?

•

What are potential failure modes and how can they be mitigated?

•

How can this core technology be used as a building block for derivative products once in
production?

Case Study: Medical Devices
The Podimetrics Remote Temperature Monitoring (RTM) System is a scale-like device that
monitors temperature differences between multiple locations on the same foot and between
feet to detect a future diabetic foot ulcer before it occurs. Diabetics are at risk of developing
neuropathy, presenting as numbness in the extremities, that results in uneven foot pressure
distribution and foot ulcers. Actionable information is then provided via a smart device, like
Podimetrics SmartMat[3], to patients and doctors to prevent a foot ulcer from occurring.
Now, we will consider some of the areas that could’ve been improved upon and thus expedite
time to market. DM&T involves consideration of manufacturing and quality in addition to
testing and measurement of the device and subcomponents at the forefront.
Podimetrics brought their manufacturing partner into the game very late, eight years after
startup. In an optimum design for commercialization, one would have selected the
manufacturing partner early in the process, after initial concept validation, and involved their
feedback into the design of the device to make it easier to manufacture and lower cost. One
would also use the same manufacturing processes as the preferred partner to understand how
production variation effects device performance beyond acceptable limits. This would prevent
an expensive design change or yield loss when scaling the product. Many startups are
resourced challenged and cannot afford production equipment in the early stages.
This is where commercialization centers come into play. The Smart Center, previously
addressed, provides packaging and testing capabilities to overcome this limitation. Also, wirebonding company Hesse Mechatronics is creating centers of excellence for wire bonding
development and low volume runs. This is an excellent way to get access to extensive wire
bonding expertise and test how production variation affects the performance of your product.
Summary
The 2018 grade for DM&T was B+, one grade lower than the A- grades of 2015, 16 and 2017.
We attribute these favorable grades to the fact that MEMS are becoming a mature technology
and, as such, practitioners have significantly built up their knowledge base in DM&T,
especially in the current high-volume markets driven by the recent explosion of MEMS role
in mobile phones.
In this and in the previous episode of the 2018 MEMS Industry Commercialization Report
Card, we addressed what we consider to be the many benefits of the adoption of the
principles of the design for manufacturing and test. Insufficient and/or late adoption of
DM&T principles in the product design process places products in the precarious position of
assuming higher cost, longer time to market and lack of reliability and robustness. Several
case studies have been presented to clearly demonstrate that if a product is to be successful, it
must have considerable DM&T considerations addressed in the product development process
and, most importantly, the sooner in the process the better.

It is important to note that the necessity to adopt DM&T principles is amplified when it comes
to the design and development of medical devices, especially when they must be FDA
approved. DM&T details specific to medical devices as well as a case study need to be
provided.
The authors trust that these two episodes have informed, enlightened, and amused the
readership with valuable content and that the lessons learned offered by the case studies from
these experienced practitioners in MEMS and sensors will be of value and judiciously emulated
by all who wish to adopt the principles of DM&T. To quote the famous philosopher George
Santayana, “Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it[4].”
Learn More
Design for Manufacturing and Test will be one of the many tracks scheduled for the upcoming
MANCEF Commercialization of Emerging Technologies Conference (COMS) to be held from
October 19-22, 2020 in Rockville, MD. For more information, visit MANCEF 2020.
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